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FROM THE PRINCIPAL
BARBARA MAXFIELD
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o they test children in a Montessori school? Yes! Of course we do.
Montessori teachers carefully observe the children at work. They
give the children informal, oral exams or get the children to demonstrate what they have learned by either teaching a lesson to another
child or by giving a formal presentation. The children also take and
prepare their own written tests to administer to their friends. Montessori children don’t usually think of assessment techniques as tests
so much as challenges.
In the last couple of weeks I have read all student re-

ports. I marvel at the insights and deep knowledge
Good
that our teachers have about each child’s develteachers, who
opment; academic, social, physical and emotional. The reports for school aged children,
work with the
from Extended Day to Level 6, are compliant
same children for
with the Board of Studies. This means that
three years ... know our reports allow for an accurate, objective
assessment of each child’s progress indicating
far more about
student’s achievement corresponding to the
foundation statements for their stage in each
their progress
mandatory Key Learning Area (English, Maththan any test can ematics, Science & Technology, HSIE- History &
reveal.

Geography, PDHPE and the Creative
Arts. The grading system is clearly
defined against specific standards.
The school report will normally indicate areas that need further development, provide information about
a student’s punctuality, attendance,
personal development and well-being
as well as provide feedback on the academic progress.
In addition to our observations and
assessments that take part in our everyday Montessori environment, we
test every child using standardized
tests on an annual basis to determine
areas of development and strengths.
These are focussed on literacy (comprehension, spelling, reading) and
numeracy. We are mindful of the accuracy of standardized tests and also
mindful of the stress this may cause
children. NAPLAN tests are conducted
for our Year 3 and Year 5 children just
like other schools. Keeping in mind
that a standardized test score may be
a narrow perspective of a child on a
given day and time of the year, we are
serious about test results informing
our practice and focus areas for support and extension with children.

>

Good teachers, who work with the
same children for three years and
carefully observe their work, and
know far more about their progress
than any pen & paper test can reveal.
Equally important, and less easy to report on are many other life skills that
children need for the future. Typically
a Montessori child demonstrates:
• Freedom to make choices
• Learning at my own pace
• Independence
• Intrinsic Motivation
• Self-reliance and resilience
• The chance to go beyond the core

curriculum
• Engagement with my learning
environment
• Access to hands-on materials when I
need them
• Respect for myself and others
• Leadership and responsibility
Your choice of a Montessori education
for your child means that you value
the list above just as much, or more,
than the academic achievements that
a test score provides.
ESAFETY
One of our parents recently ‘attended’ a webinar about safe practices
for children in relation to the internet.
The presenter was from the Office of
Children eSafety Commissioner. It is
certainly worth sharing this information. The webinar was about
children’s usage of electronic
devices/resources,
challenges, and risks. He talked about
how to insure some parental
control over software, what
software is around and what
is the dangerous software. He
talked about cyber bulling and
safe computer usage. He definitely knew about everything that
is out there (some of the names of
games you may have heard your children talk about). The amazing fact is
that the focus group he was talking
about were the 8-9 year olds.
In the school environment we make
every attempt to control and supervise the children’s use of software
and technology in our classroom
environment. What happens in the
home is up to parents so I urge you
to take a look!
www.esafety.gov.au

DEPUTY CHAIR, NORTHSIDE MONTESSORI SOCIETY
SHARON BOWMAN

On board
on board
On 22 April 2016 a group of Board members were fortunate to join our
Principal Barbara and Business Manager Scott at the Association of Independent Schools (AIS) Governance Symposium. It was a great day, where
we all gained many insights to help us govern the school more effectively.
One of the inspiring speakers on the day was Small Business Ombudsman (and former CEO of the Australian Chamber of Commerce and Industry), Kate Carnell. She spoke about the future of the world economy, the importance of small business, and how education should
be responding to the future needs of employers and the economy.
Kate talked about how the world economy is changing, with massive growth
in Asia, particularly China and India. Their middle class is exploding; by 2050
China and India will represent the majority of the world’s middle class. Aus-

the growth areas. We also need to ensure
our kids have a knowledge of the huge variety of business/work opportunities available,
beyond the ‘standard professions’, and we
must encourage them to explore these, rather than seeing a university degree in a major profession as the ‘barometer of success’.
Kate provided this list of the characteristics
employees
and
business leaders of the future will need:
tralia is in a great position to service
the emerging consumer market for
quality goods and services. However,
to capitalise on this opportunity we
need to become globally competitive
through skills, flexibility and agility.

• Culture of excellence

Employment demand is also changing. Many traditional professions
are declining in the digital economy
(it was recently reported, for example, that artificial intelligence is ‘almost certain’ to replace most lawyers
within a generation and universities
have been graduating many more
journalists than there are journalism jobs available for many years).
Currently 1 in 6 young people are
unemployed
or
underemployed.

• Social skills

Meanwhile, 6 professions and 21
trades have a short supply of staff.
Growth areas are in household services, aged care, health care, childcare,
food and accommodation, education
and training and business services.
There are 2.1 million small businesses (with less than 20 employees) in
Australia, representing 97.4% of all
businesses. That’s a lot of entrepreneurs! Many entrepreneurs report
that they didn’t ‘gel’ with the school
system; missing a huge opportunity to upskill these future leaders.
All these factors mean we, as a society,
need to make changes to the way we
are educating kids to ensure we have
availability of the right skills to service

• Strong work ethic
• Team work
• Client/service focus
• Problem solving skills
• Personal grooming
• Respect, punctuality and courtesy

Educating
for the
Future
This list sounded very familiar to us! They
are all skills and values that our Montessori education seeks to deliver; you may
notice a strong correlation with the goals
we have for ‘our learners’ as outlined in
the school’s Strategic Plan 2016-2019.
We left this presentation with confidence that
at Northside Montessori we are ‘doing our
bit’ to prepare our children for the future. I
can certainly see how our education is developing these skills in my children, which
makes me very confident for their future.
All the best,
Sharon

stepping
stones

Every Monday and Friday our children have been enthusiastically participating in the Sports and Music
programs. Our very skilled Sports teacher, Taylor, has been focusing on balance and co-ordination activities with IC and Casa
children and combining these skills in an obstacle course. From
next week the Sports activities will be theme based and relate
to the themes being explored in IC and Casa. The positive response by the children to these activities has been wonderful
to see.
We are fortunate enough to have Marilyn come down from
Northside campus every Friday afternoon for music. The Nido
children combine with IC and Casa for group singing, playing
musical instruments, and learning greetings in different languages. The centre is full of laughter and song every Friday
afternoon. Such a wonderful place to be!
Tara (Acting Centre Director)
IC ROOM
This month in the IC room we have been focusing on our Solar
System and the planets. Children have made lots of art work
based on this theme. We have done painting, sculpting using
playdough, and murals using material collected from outside.
Some children have collected dried leaves, twigs and bark while
outdoors and created beautiful collages.
Snehal (Room Leader and Directress)
NIDO ROOM
In the Nido Room children have shown an interest in the number blocks lately. These are particularly good for their fine motor skills. Children learn to take the blocks out with the pincer
grip. Children enjoy taking the blocks out of the slot and then
putting them back in. Dr Maria Montessori emphasised the importance of allowing a child to repeat a task. This is a wonderful
example ...and the children love it!
Children as young as 6 months love the Music Program at Stepping Stones! Marilyn comes every Friday and as soon as the
children see her they start tapping, goo-ing and gah-ing! The
older children know the songs and there’s always lots of “Ta ta,
ta te tun!” happening. Marilyn sometimes uses a CD player and
at other times the children are given instruments like maracas,
rattles, castanets and the like. The children love playing along
to the songs and the music. The puppets that Marilyn brings
along are very popular with the children. The most popular
songs for children at Stepping Stones are “Jack in the Box” and
“Humpty Dumpty”
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Rilina (Educational Leader and Directress)

CASA ROOM

The children of CASA have enjoyed
learning about the seven continents.
The continents puzzle, sing songs
about the countries, the seven continents matching activity, colouring the
world map, and making flags from different countries are some of the activities that the children enjoyed.
The children have
also shown interest
in practical life experiences. Therefore,
we have introduced
opportunities
for
the children to cut
apples and squeeze
oranges.
Some of the children are ready to
learn numbers from 11-20. The ‘Teen
Board’ was introduced to these children.
Shereen
(Educational Leader and Directress)

Research

RESEARCH IN 6-9
JANENE JOHNSON

Research skills are a very important part of any student’s life and this is especially true in High
School and University. These skills are introduced to Montessori students at a very young
age, beginning in the 0-3 room as the children explore many aspects of their environment.
So how do we take research from the environmental exploration to the next phase?
In 6-9 the child becomes very interested in finding out the ‘why’s’ of the universe. This is where we
as Directresses step in and start to guide the child’s process of finding answers for themselves. At
first it may be as simple as looking in a book, but this progresses to using an index. Prior to using an
index the child has to be instructed on alphabetical order and how it applies to using resources such
as factual books, atlases and maps. So once the child is showing an interest in finding information
in books, we may introduce alphabetical order to help their independence with this task. It isn’t
necessarily taught to all Year 3’s because that is what the Board of Studies says should be taught at
that point in time. Many of our Year 1’s have been introduced to alphabetical order and using an index.
Discussions eventually emerge about the type of information they have found in their book.
We try to evaluate it as a useful source. The child is then encouraged to look at another source
to compare what is said and whether further information can be gleaned from that text.

get connected!!
mind your own business
Support
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supporting their business listed
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contact Iain. Meanwhile check out:
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Facebook page, Twitter, Instagram,
Pinterest and Barbara’s Blog!!!

A major part of research is being able to identify
what is important in a text and being able to
understand what is being said or implied and
then being able to paraphrase this information
into
something
meaningful.
Breaking
information down into bite sized chunks, or
even examining the text one sentence at a time
is necessary to help the child understand the
meaning and the significance. We then get them
to try and write that sentence or chunk in their
own words. It is important that they don’t head
straight to the internet and print pages of useless
information or copy pages from a text verbatim.
Pulling all of this work together to create a
presentation has the potential to be a daunting
task for some children, but by introducing
them to all the necessary steps early and in
small steps reduces the challenge of the task.
Recently we had our Endangered Animals Day.
The children had to work in pairs, decide on
an animal to research, decide how they would
present this and then know their information
well enough to be able to present it to other
students and parents. All the skills they had so far
learned came into play, including using indexes,
deciphering information by understanding text
and working out what was important. They had
to make decisions about what information would
be presented and how it would be presented. To
assist them with this they were provided with
a framework to guide their research. This in
itself was difficult for some children to follow.
They had to give a description of the animal,

discuss food, habitat, reproduction, special
features and why the animal was endangered.
Many of the children could not decipher what
information was describing the animal and what
was describing the reproduction for example.
Guiding them through the process of what is a
description of the animal and pulling those bits
of information from the text, organizing them
into something meaningful and then putting it in
their own words was a time consuming task but
one that is so valuable to their future education.
This presentation day was not only a rich
learning experience from a research perspective
but also for working collaboratively as a team.
How they divided up tasks, made decisions,
shared the computer for typing, came to an
agreement on which images to use, how to do
headings and what to put on their table on the
day all had to be negotiated and agreed upon.
For those of you who were fortunate enough to
have been able to attend their presentation, you
may not have realised the depth of effort and
skill that went into the creation of each of those
posters and displays. The skills they acquire
from activities such as these are invaluable and
they take them with them into 9-12 and expand
upon them, By the time they reach High School
they are independent learners who can look at
information critically and extract from it what
is significant. These attributes will hold them
in good stead throughout their education and
beyond. This is where research in 6-9 leads.

Imagination in 3-6
MARINA RIDLEY

o

n the 10th June, 2016, it was a pupil free day at Northside Montessori School. On this day
and the Saturday, I was excited to be attending the annual Montessori Australia Foundation’s
(MAF) annual refresher. The MAF refresher is led by both outside of Montessori professionals
and the Association of Montessori Internationale trainers from all over the world. It is always
inspiring and informative and enriches our practices as directresses including our environments. This translates into an even more amazing experience for your child at school! This
year, the theme of the refresher was creativity. Now this may leave some scratching their heads. A whole two days
talking about creativity in the Montessori environment…well, I can assure you those two days may not have been
enough! It is such an interesting topic in the Montessori context that influences our practice greatly.
One of the topics surrounding creativity is imagination and fantasy. There is often a bit of confusion around imagination and fantasy in Montessori environments. I hope I can share a little of what I learnt to perhaps clarify Motessori’s
findings on these concepts.
Let’s begin with a definition of imagination. According to the Merriam Webster dictionary, “Imagination is the act or

power of forming a mental image of something not present to
the senses or never before wholly perceived in reality.” It can
be said that there are two types of imagination;
1.
Reproductive – the ability to recall things in
your mind exactly as they are in reality.
2.
Creative imagination – the ability to combine
images in your mind to form new images.
In the 3-6 environment, the child is using reproductive imagination a lot of the time. An example of this is when the child is
working with a Practical Life activity. These activities are familiar, home like activities, peculiar to the child’s culture which he
has seen adults doing at home. They include sweeping, mopping, washing, scrubbing, pouring and so on. Let’s
think of the activity of cooking. Does the child
have experience seeing an adult in
their life doing this? Yes.
Did they notice?
Yes! They

from
the Sensorial work. It’s
called the Brown Stair.
Again, if you are unfamiliar with this
material, there is photograph in this article
to familiarise yourself with it. The photograph of the
Brown Stair shows the arrangement of the prisms when we
present it to the child.
Now, what happens when a child has worked with these materials for a bit of time and then one day they come in to ‘cruise the
shelves’ and they see the Pink Tower and Brown Stair are both
free. I wonder whether that first cube fits she thinks…..and so
begins creative imagination. The child free to explore, combines
images in their mind and begins to form new ones. This is the beginning of abstraction. Look at some of the photographs below of
ways the Pink Tower and Brown Stair have been combined. Does
the directress show these wonderful combinations to the child?

did notice and they stored that image in their absorbent mind.
This is a unique ability of the 0-6 child. Amazingly, the child
can call on those images and use their reproductive imagination
when they are cooking in the Children’s House.
The children also use this wonderful reproductive imagination
after a presentation of a material in the children’s house. After
all, there is not a written set of instructions to follow after a
presentation. Many of the children couldn’t read them yet! The
child watches the adult’s hands working with the materials. We
slow our movements down and make them refined and isolate
steps carefully to transfer what we are doing. There is little dialogue because we want the child to take in those images ready
to recall when we say “Now it’s your turn to work with pouring!”
What of creativity then. This seems a bit like imitation doesn’t it?
Let’s explore the second aspect of imagination. You will recall it
as creative imagination. To explain this, I’d like to give the example of the Pink Tower. It tends to be something that most people
who have had a bit of experience in Montessori can relate to. If
you are new to Montessori, have a look at the picture of the Pink
Tower in this article. Now, the way you see the Pink Tower built
in this photograph is the way we present it to the child.
Our aim is to offer the child a means of refining their visual discrimination of size
between each of the cubes.
There is another material, also

No.
W h y ?
Surely that is
fun, it looks amazing! Why
would you hold this exciting idea
back? We do not show this because if I created it, it is my creativity and my imagination at work.
We’d simply be back to the first sort of imagination. Creativity
cannot be taught. It is a process of the child’s mind that begins
to find ways of combining seemingly unrelated things together
to form something new, to be able to see relationships where

perhaps none were obvious before.
If we can’t teach this, then how does the child get
it? Why is this kind of creative thinking and use
of imagination so common in Montessori children? This can be explained by what Montessori
observed and told us about the child.
• Imagination is a human tendency. We all have
it and we all engage in it some shape or form.
• Imagination has a sensory basis. This is interesting. Montessori environments support sensory learning. We have an area in Montessori
0-6 environments called ‘Sensorial’.
• Imagination is always established in reality.
This too is familiar isn’t it? We insist on using
real objects and giving true, factual information
to the child in the 0-6 environment. After 6 years
old, a good sense of what’s real gives a fantastic springboard to create all that is unreal! This
sparks a whole new discussion for another time
on the difference between creativity and fantasy.
• When a child uses their imagination, it is a reflection of the child’s ability to use abstractions. That’s the ability to
hold an image of something in your mind without actually holding it and be able to apply it to something else. Consider the essence of red. Red is a concept. When a child has abstracted that red is a colour from our colour tablets and
how it can be represented, then they can apply it to know and identify red in a jumper, a scarf, an apple and so on. In
the 3-6 environment, the child moves into an area in Mathematics called ‘the passage to abstraction’. In sensorial, language helps to cement the abstract qualities of
the Sensorial materials, like our example of ‘red’.
• Maria Montessori tells us that imagination is
the cognitive power of the child in 6-12, sometimes this is called ‘the second plane’. This together with the 6-12 year old child’s reasoning
mind helps them to start to travel to places in
their mind that they’ve never been to before!
Their environment reflects, supports and encourages this!
So, there you have it. There is imagination involved in the Montessori 3-6 environment and I
have only touched on the periphery of what this
means and how it can be observed. The following is a quote on how we support imagination
in the 3-6 year old child and preparing him for
6-12:
“To help the developing imagination of the child,
we need to enhance his life with a prepared environment where we can enrich his mind with

knowledge and experiences based in
reality. We give him the possibility to
mature in a free environment where
he can develop all his potentialities,
and then we can expect a fruitful
imagination.”
And another.. “Even in imagining
an unreal and superhuman world,
the imagination must be contained
within limits which recall those of
reality.... every lofty writer and every great orator perpetually links
the fruits of the imagination with the
observation of fact; and then we say
that he is a genius full of imagination
and knowledge, and that his thought
is clear and vital.” Maria Montessori.
I hope this has given you an insight
into this rich topic in Montessori and
provided you with some food for
thought about it….Perhaps you could
consider how your home environment might help to support creativity
in the child according to these ideas.

toddler program

“i

t’s time to say goodbye, it’s
time to say goodbye, we had a
lovely time now it’s time to say
goodbye.”

At the end of each session, this
is the song we sing to signal the children that
the class has ended. We shake hands once
again, for the end of the day, as a grace and
courtesy lesson.
It was a year and a half ago when I was welcomed to the Northside Montessori Community. I have completed one learning cycle as
the toddlers stay in our class until they turn
3. As I have witnessed each individual child’s
development within the 18 month-cycle
during the sessions they attend, I have also
observed each parent’s involvement with
their children whether they are new parents
or seasoned ones. The interaction and rela-

tionships we build within the program teach
us new things every day. No matter what side
of the world we are from, we all share one
thing in common, and that is the adventures
we go through on a daily basis with the toddlers we are faced with.
A father who brought his son for the first
time in class was amazed by the prepared environment and mentioned how he sees the
benefits of attending the sessions. He said he
loves being a parent and everything is new to
him. As he observed my interaction with his
son, he exclaimed: “I’m learning from you as
well!”
This would probably be one of the best compliments I have ever received as an educator, from a parent. And this is what I believe
makes the parent-toddler program a very
special time in the Montessori community.

When you begin your journey as a Montessori
parent, whether you start at home from birth,
or join a Montessori program that is available in
your area, what you get out of the parent toddler program you will not be able to gain from
other experiences.
First, we offer the time and opportunities that
the prepared environment has without the distractions of chores and gadgets. Second, you
are with other parents and carers with their
toddlers who share the same space and social
expectations that have been established since
guidelines and orientation have been given and
attended. Third, the children have your undivided attention as you witness within the two
hours of each session how they engage in each
activity, of their choice, learning how to complete it without intervention, but merely guidance when needed and asked for. Fourth, you
firsthand get to observe their development,
learning, and concentration since they started
in class, until they graduate to the next level.
When they move to the 3-6 class, the children
are on their own with other children and the Directress. It will be a completely different stage of
development as they gain more independence
and steer their daily experiences towards their
auto-education. By that time, you have learned
to have absolute trust and faith that the children
are indeed learning, after experiencing the benefits of the
toddler program.
Here are three simple words
that Maria Montessori has always said: “Follow the child.”
If a parent says, “I’m learning
from you as well!” It is only
because I learn from the children. We learn to respect
their space, their time and individual capabilities. We learn
that empty praises are unnecessary because they do the
activities to satisfy their own
needs, and not to please the
adult or to receive praise. We
learn that the reason why they

have a longing to repeat particular activities in
the classroom is because they are mastering
their movement and wish to complete everything on their own. We learn to allow them to
make choices that are presented in the class,
without any intervention from an adult. We learn
that if and when we do things for them, we are
robbing them of the joy of doing it themselves
and learning how to do it.
Parents learn from each other too as they exchange ideas, tips, worries and anecdotes when
they meet during our sessions. The directress
guides the parents when it is time to take a step
back from the children once they are fully engaged in an activity or material, busy exploring
and manipulating. We are a community of carers for the children. With this responsibility and
duty, all we want to do is to encourage the children to continue to love to learn.
As we approach the end of the second term, it is
my time to say goodbye to the toddler community. Perhaps, “see you later” might be more apt
as I move on to the 3-6 learning cycle next door.
I look forward to greeting your children with a
handshake and welcoming them to class when
they turn three.
MARGRET

PALMA

PPE FUN

BY EDNA SALVADOR

t

his year our class of twenty
children moved to a smaller
classroom. Moving to a new
room didn’t prove to be too
difficult because the children
were already familiar with
the materials and it took
only a few days for them to find out where
things were. One thing we had to remember in preparing our classroom was to make
it a child-centred environment which reflects
beauty, simplicity and order. It must be simple so as not to over-stimulate and distract.
It must encourage and support learning. The
children love their new room and the materials that are in it. They try to be careful with
the way they handle the materials and are
quick to report any piece that is missing or
broken. The Extended Day children also take
delight in doing “jobs” in the afternoon and
help wipe, sweep, mop and dust with joy!
On most days, it is a calm environment
where there is a busy hum of activity. While

most of the three-hour morning work cycle
occurs primarily indoors, there is a free flow
of activity in and out of the classroom. Most
of the big Practical Life work like table scrubbing, window washing and soap grating are
done outdoors and so are watering plants,
hammering and the Land and Water Forms.
Now that we are winding up term 2, the children are more used to the rules and routines
and they know that they shouldn’t be doing
anything other than choosing activities that
are available from the shelves outside.
Yes, the children are more settled. They happily go through the routines of the day. This
week there was an unannounced fire drill
and the alarm went in the middle of the work
period. Everyone just calmly left their work
and lined up at the designated exit to follow
their teachers. The children, ages 3-6, sat on
the kerb in the driveway and calmly waited
for the go signal to go back to the classroom.
When the fire drill was over, they just went
back to their work without any fuss. There

FIRE DRILL!

are other routines that the children are now
familiar with: greetings in the morning, putting bags in the cubbies, lunch boxes in the
big basket, how to carry work mats, lining up
for music, putting one’s work in the folder and
many more. We build on the rules learned
on the first day and add to them, using discussion and role play and with guidance and
repetition, the children soon take these on
board and obey with joy.
Now that term 2 is winding up, let’s give the
children a pat on their backs. They have accomplished a lot in the last five months- refining their senses, gaining more control of
their movements, developing good work
habits, caring for their environment, learning
the sounds of letters, learning their numbers,
making friends, celebrating each other and
a myriad other things. We are only halfway
through the year and much is still to be done
but we can’t wait for more of what the children will reveal to us in the next few months.

Last week Stepping Stones and
Northside campuses held our termly Emergency Evacuation Drill.
Staging these events provides our
students and staff with the opportunity to rehearse important
procedures that will need to be followed in the event of a real emergency.
Our emergency evacuation drill
was highly successful. Students
and staff evacuated calmly and
quickly before assembling at the
carpark. The effectiveness of our
drill will be evaluated by staff and
all necessary changes will be in
place promptly.
I would like to thank students in
particular for the calm and sensible manner in which they approached the drill. Students were
back in classes and settled only
20 minutes after the call to commence evacuation was broadcast.
Well done everybody!
- Iain

NATASHA WILLIAMS - PPN DIRECTRESS

The prepared environment in a Montessori classroom is lovingly prepared each morning and acts as the third
teacher. Through the child’s interaction with the environment they gain knowledge of their world through their
own experiences on the environment. We know that the child in the first plane of life (0-6 years) has been
given the gifts of the Absorbant Mind and the Sensitive Periods that assist them in their task of adapting to
their world and becoming a man of their time and place. If we think of the newborn and then we look at a
child of 6 years, what an amazing transformation!
The environment supports the child in each age group in different but complimenting ways. Your children
come in of a morning after a small play outdoors and begin to choose their work. There are no arguments
about which work to chose as they are all following their own ideas, at their own pace, that fulfils a particular
development interest of each child. The child of 3 years is still building their concentration and developing
their will. To help them in that process we present to them individually and allow them the time to work with
a material by themselves before they are moved into collaborative work. This does not mean that the 3 year
old only works alone. They are getting meaningful social interactions within small groups, grace and courtesy
lessons, snack preparation and through observing the work habits and materials that the older children are
using. A broader social responsibility is fostered by the care of environment tasks in the classroom such as
watering plants, preparing food for the chickens and folding cloths, dusting and gardening.
This term within our prepared environment we have offered the 4-5 year olds an extension on their abilities in
sewing. This is offered as a choice in the afternoons and some children have enjoyed weaving a small woollen
blanket. This activity helps to develop the strength between the thumb and forefinger. Weaving helps develop
hand-eye coordination because it encourages children to use the visual information received to coordinate
the movement of the hands. It wasn’t an uncommon sight to see the children really concentrate when they
were weaving. There was often silence as they carefully moved the wool between the strings. You could see
the satisfaction at the end and there was discussion about how they planned on giving the blanket to one of

their toys as a bed.
The five year olds were offered ways to explore and experiment with bridges as an extension on their work
with the Roman Arch. First they completed an experiment individually, which allowed them to play with the
idea of how strength is affected by the way we build a bridge. In pairs they sorted and classified bridges
into their types. During this process you could over hear them discussing the bridges that they have seen
such as the Sydney Harbour Bridge and they were wondering about which type of bridge was the strongest.
This led them to find out by looking at books and reading the information cards about the bridges. We
then went through a design process where each child drew their bridge on graph paper and wrote a list of
resources that they would need to build their bridge. They then constructed a model bridge. This process
allowed them to put all their knowledge to use in a purposeful and constructive way. During this time there
were periods of quiet concentration mixed with excited visits to each others tables to look at and discuss
their bridges and shouts of “I’ll help you. I know how to do that”. The younger children were curious about
the process and were keen observers as they came and went from their own individual work.
In the calm, ordered space of the Montessori prepared environment, children work on activities of their
own choice at their own pace. They experience a blend of freedom and self-discipline in a place especially
designed to meet their developmental needs. So we as the adult prepare the space and then connect
them to the environment through presentations of materials based on their developmental interests and
abilities. We then importantly fade away in order for the child to have their own experience with the material independent of us so that any discovery can be theirs. The focus is on the child learning and not the
teacher teaching. We help them to do it themselves.

9-12 Experience
BY MARGARET KROEGER

R

ecently the Level 6 students
attended their
Peer Support
Training Workshop - which was
both empowering and fun. The children discussed different styles of leadership, role played,
problem solved and explored the skills
of assertiveness, clear communication,
reflective listening and mediation.
There was also time for some collaborative games and team building activities. All of this was in preparation for
their roles as Peer Leaders using the
Peer Support Foundation framework.
Each Thursday afternoon, the children
in Primary will meet and focus on different life skills such as optimism, persistence, resilience, assertiveness and
empathy with the Level 6 students delivering the program. This fits so beautifully with the Montessori philosophy
of respecting yourself, peer mentoring,
feeling gratitude and working collabo-

ratively.
We attended our annual ‘Zoo Snooze’
this term, where the children get
to sleep over at the zoo and have a
unique behind the scenes experience.
We got to speak to rangers, pat quokas,
echidnas, snakes and blue tongued lizards and sleep in rooms with our new

friends the noisy fresh water turtles,
pigmy possums and other native wildlife. I am always blown away with the
depth of knowledge our children have
on Australian animals and conservation. We were fortunate to attend the
night before ‘Vivid at the Zoo’ opened.
All the zoo staff had been invited to a
special preview night. One kind official
gave us special permission to view all
the displays as well. It was breath taking and the children felt very honoured
to be part of it. The light installations
were truly exquisite. It generated a lot
of discussion from the children about
which one was their favourite and
why. After a wonderful night tour, the
children ate supper and went to bed
amidst all the unique noises of a zoo
at night. It was lovely to see the older
more experienced camp children helping to settle and reassure those new to
a night away from home. We thank Nic
and Hugh for accompanying us on the
trip. It made a great stepping stone for
our longer 5 day camp to Bathurst and
Dubbo later in the year.

We have also been working on persuasive writing and debating in class. Our
older students are currently participating in a series of virtual interschool debates with other schools in New South
Wales where we are video linked. The
Level 5 have been helping our Year 6
practice by participating in mock debates in the classroom. It has been a
great experience with their confidence
and oration skills blossoming.
As a culminating event for the term, we
recently held our ‘Evening of Extraordinary Ordinaries’ where the children
each picked someone they felt had
changed the world for the better. They
then researched, created posters and
displays and shared their discoveries
on the night. Thank you to everyone
who attended for affirming the children
and their efforts so warmly. This is such
an important event for the 9 – 12. Not
only does it give them an opportunity to

hone their research skills (which will be
-How can I shape the world for the
so important in high school) and public
better?
speaking but it also helps them to ponder some important questions that are The students researched a myriad of
at the essence of Montessori education people from Nelson Mandela to Steve
for the 2nd plane child. These include: Jobs to Sir Donald Bradman. To our own
extraordinary ordinaries, the 9 – 12,
-Who are my heroes? (as opposed congratulations.
to who is popular or famous)
Wishing all our children and families a
-What qualities do heroes have? Do restful holidays,
I have those qualities?
-How have people worked together
to shape the world I live in?

Margaret, Kay and Kim

CULTURAL CURRICULUM

MUNA HASAN, OUR PPM ASSISTANT, IS CURRENTLY COMPLETELY HER MONTESSORI DIPLOMA. SHE SHARED ONE OF HER RECENT ASSIGNMENTS WITH US TO
SHARE WITH THE COMMUNITY

D

r Montessori advocated for the education for the children at early age. She thought that if they learned how
to critically reflect and think, manipulate, and examine the world around them before attending primary
school, they would become life-long learners and therefore “better” members of society.
The reasons for including social and cultural studies in the educational programme

It is important for Montessori teachers to understand the reasons for including the cultural materials in the environment and to
understand the importance of providing the children with opportunities to learn appropriate geography, history, botany, biology
and zoology. Cultural is a term used to describe all aspects of human activities and interactions with the environment. It covers the
learning areas of society and environment, science, arts, technology and enterprise, and health and physical education. The cultural
studies is mostly done in an integrated way as all the areas are interconnected.

The children absorb the basic aspects of society through their surroundings. In order for the children to grow up independently and
to function co-operatively as members of society, adults and educators should help them to develop their own personalities and to
develop their body, mind and spirit. Working with the cultural materials in Montessori classrooms, the children have opportunities
for growth and potential so that they can learn to adapt, to distinguish between what is real and what is not and to cope with the
simple and basic life of laws. Therefore we should help the children to understand the world around them. The cultural subjects
and materials are important and should be part of our prepared environment including the study of people, plants and animals,
music, art, history and geography as they allow the children to become aware of possibilities and achievements of humanity. When
the children are taught the world and other societies and cultures, they will build better relationships with other people. If the environment includes the Sensorial materials to all these areas and the children are free to explore them, the new worlds will open up
for them when they are ready. (MWEI, 2010).

Through her observations, Montessori noticed that the children were
really curious and loved exploring new things for themselves. She also
noticed that they wanted to explore their environments in increasingly
complex ways, from the “whole” to the “parts” in order to understand
exactly how things works. She was astonished by how much they wanted to know and how much they could remember. Therefore she tried
to find out ways to help them understand their world not just within
their own environments but beyond. Dr Montessori created a variety of
fascinating materials that helped the children to appreciate geography,
biology, simple science and history. Each of these areas then allowed
the children to search and explore with concepts such as life cycle, Land
and water formation, metamorphosis, the planets and time line. (Montessori media centre, na)
The key elements in the cultural area include the
following:
•

Biology, this includes
zoology (the study
of
ani-

mals) and botany (the study of plants). Biology also could include puzzles, pairing cards and classifying cards. The children learn about living
things, habitats, life cycles and food processes.
•
Geography, the children learn about the globe, the continents, the countries, people of different countries and the solar system.
The children learn about air, land and water and the formation of land
and water such as the islands, lakes, cape, bay…etc.
•
History, for example, learning about the solar system and
how it came into being. Through presentations about the solar system
the children understand that our time on this planet has been very
short comparing to the history of the earth. The children also learn the
concept of time through the Time Lines.
•
Science, the science curriculum emphasises the learning
of the universe and the study of life. It seeks to attract the children’s
imagination and fill them with a sense of wonder at the grandeur of
the universe, the simple beauty of the physical laws and the miracle of
life. The children in Montessori classes grow flowers and vegetables in
small gardens. They also explore simple science experiments such as
float and sink, living and non-living, magnetic and non-magnetic…etc.
•
Natural table, this table will display natural items that the
children or the teachers find from the environment such as, sea shells,
feathers, birds nest, friendly insects, leaves…etc.
•

Art and creativity, the children are given the opportunity to express themselves and their feelings
freely through practicing many indirect activities that help them to develop
the necessary abilities.
For example,
paint-

ing,
cut ting ,
folding paper, colouring, singing and playing
instruments.
•
Music/ drama/ movements, the children listen and dance to a variety of music and songs.
For example, Spanish songs, Aboriginal dance, Celebrations from
around the world, such as Saint Patrick day/Irish, Diwali the festival of
lights/Hindu…etc (Montessori Media Centre).
Dr Montessori believed that if the environment was constructed allowing the children to learn to become independent individuals, these children would build character and understand the cosmos which will lead
them to the creation of a better and peaceful society. Children will develop a better global perspective, tolerance and understanding of other cultures and respect for the world. This creates peace in the world
and harmony among humans. Montessori’s view of humanity, history
and ecology encourages each child to look for a wider and deeper connection to the world and an understanding of their place in it.

References list:
Kenmore and District Montessori Children’s House (na). Montessori Program.
Montessori Media Centre (na). The Environment. www.montessori.org.uk/what_is_montessori/the_environment
Montessori Media Centre. (na). Cultural Studies. www.montessori.org.uk/magazine-and-jobs/library_and_study_resources/teacher-training-study-resources/topics/
cultural_studies
MWEI. (2010). Cultural Curriculum for 3-6 years.Preparing The Environment.
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Chelsea works for an oil company that does a lot of community
development work in Papua New Guinea. She had visited a very
remote village earlier this year and put out a call for donations of
books and clothing. At that time, the school had no books at all for
their children. As it happens, the Northside Montessori School’s second hand book stall was scheduled for a couple of weeks later where
volunteer parent, Barbara McDermott assisted in collecting boxes
full of books. These photos show the eager young children who are
now benefiting from these books. Thank you to the Northside community for your generous contribution.

WHO’S THAT!?

MEET SOME OF THE PEOPLE IN OUR COMMUNITY
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TIM
What do you do at Northside?
I am the onsite tech support. I am here to assist with general IT
enquiries to lessen the load that is sent off to external IT support.
What did you do before Northside?
I was working at the JP Morgan technology department assisting
with application development. I completed a summer internship
with them in order to gain more IT experience.
What do you like most about Northside?
Having the freedom to approach and solve problems the way I
see as best. Being the only on site tech support can be challenging but rewarding in terms of knowledge gained and job satisfaction.
What’s your favourite movie and/or TV show?
Game of Thrones. Because it’s awesome.
What famous person do you admire?
Elon Musk, the founder of Paypal, current head of SpaceX and
Tesla motors. One of the very few mega-rich people who actually
makes an effort to make the world a better and more sustainable
place to live.
What’s your favourite book?
The Hitchhikers’ Guide to the Galaxy because it his hilarious and
unique.
Tell us about something you’ve achieved?
Came 3rd in the country in the GradConnection top future graduates competition. It’s a competition to select the most promising
future university graduates nationwide.
What’s your favourite music / song / band at the moment?
Jaime T. Because his music is great.
Name 3 things in nature you find most beautiful?
Glaciers, mountains and snow.
Which is your favourite four-legged creature and why?
Dogs. I am a dog creep.
What your favourite overseas city?
Whistler, Canada. I spent 4 years here and loved every minute
of it.
Have you ever built a snowman?
Many
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What do you do at Northside?
I try and ensure the premises and facilities are in good working order and the beautiful campus is well maintained so the
children can enjoy it
What did you do before Northside?
I worked as a Science and Maths teacher and then moved
into IT, working as a project manager for a number of universities
What do you like most about Northside?
The sense of community. Everyone has the same goals and
helps each other out
What’s your favourite movie and/or TV show?
Any decorating or renovating show. I’m a home improvement
tragic
What famous person do you admire?
The Queen. Her sense of duty and unwavering commitment
to her role over such a long period of time is laudable
What’s your favourite book?
Year of Wonders by Geraldine Brooks and The Joy Luck Club
by Amy Tan. But I’m also partial to some light-hearted chick lit!
Tell us about something you’ve achieved?
I recently completed a 50km walk. It was great to train with a
goal in mind and share the achievement with my three team
mates
What’s your favourite music / song / band at the moment?
Carole King – an oldie but a goodie
Name 3 things in nature you find most beautiful?
Tropical beaches with crystal clear water are my idea of heaven. Sunrises are also pretty special and I adore ladybirds
Which is your favourite four-legged creature and why?
Horses. I have an interest in horse racing and I love their
prowess, stamina, great athleticism and gorgeous personalities
What your favourite overseas city?
Zermatt is a small town in Switzerland ringed by glorious
mountain ranges. I love the cobblestoned streets, the lively
town centre and the access to spectacular walks and ski
areas.
Have you ever built a snowman?
Yes! A few years ago we spent February in New York. It never
stopped snowing for weeks

BY MARY

SPORT TEACHER

W

ith so much talk all around about the
Olympics, we are now looking at a few
more weeks until they start. I am sure
a lot of us will be glued to our TV sets
and be bleary eyed for the 16 days of the
games. Rio will become the first South
American city to host the summer Olympics. During
these exciting days 300 events take place in 35 different
sports.

The symbol of the Olympic rings is a great symbol of
joining together. The interlocking of rings signifies the
meeting of the athletes from all across the five continents for the Olympic Games. The colours of the rings
are blue, yellow, black, green, and red. Each and every
country participating in Olympics has at least one of
these colours in their flag.

Olympic athletes have natural talent, dedication, and
drive. They devote their lives to their sport in hopes of
When Sydney hosted the Olympics there was such pride being the best in the world. When teaching children
as a city and a great community feeling. Sport brings sport you often see these qualities in children, it may
communities together. Sport unifies people of differ- not be the high standard of an Olympic athlete but it is
ent ethnic, religious, social and cultural backgrounds. just as important. Many positive lessons are learnt from
Sport encourages team work. For teamwork you need sport; social skills, sportsmanlike behavior, leadership
to accept each other’s differences and just do whatever skills and most importantly children learn to positively
needs to be done. Sport speaks the one language and learn to handle the winning and losing aspect of playing
can be enjoyed with other people to have fun. Lots of sport.
children have dreams of being a top athlete and representing their country one day. It can start from a very Good luck to all the athletes in the Olympics and to the
young age with different influences from different expe- children who dream of one day of participating!
riences such as school sport, club sport, family activities Yours in sport, Mary.
and watching sports.
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